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Dear Friends,
There seems little doubt that, sociologically speaking, the Protestant church in the United States is
in decline. A recent article, “Dark Night of the Church” (by theologians L. Roger Owens and
Anthony B. Robinson, Christian Century, Dec. 14, 2012), suggests that instead of studying (and
imitating) growth strategies current in the culture, Christians take a step back to look at this decline
spiritually and theologically. The article presupposes some knowledge of the spiritual experience,
termed the Dark Night, which is deeply integral to the mature spiritual path.
Pr. Nancy Wright
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St. John of the Cross (1542-1591), profound mystic, theologian, reformer, and doctor of the church
during the Spanish Reformation, wrote a poem and treatise on the Dark Night. His famous and
beautiful poem expresses the experience of union with God, following (or made possible by) the
Dark Night (“my house being now at rest”) attained after strenuous spiritual growth and a life
dedicated to serving others. His poem is an example of the sensuous images many mystics use to
express their love of God, as does the scriptural book Song of Songs.
The Dark Night of the Soul
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On a dark night, /Kindled in love with yearnings–oh, happy chance!–
I went forth without being observed, /My house being now at rest./
In darkness and secure,/By the secret ladder, disguised–oh, happy chance!–
In darkness and in concealment, my house being now at rest.
In the happy night, /In secret, when none saw me,/Nor I beheld aught,
Without light or guide,/ save that which burned in my heart.
This light guided me/More surely than the light of noonday
To the place where he (well I knew who!) was awaiting me–/A place where none appeared.
Oh, night that guided me,/Oh, night more lovely than the dawn,/
Oh, night that joined Beloved with lover, /Lover transformed in the Beloved!
Upon my flowery breast, /Kept wholly for himself alone,
There he stayed sleeping, and I caressed him, /And the fanning of the cedars made a breeze.
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The breeze blew from the turret /As I parted his locks;/With his gentle hand he wounded my neck /And caused
all my senses to be suspended.
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I remained, lost in oblivion; /My face I reclined on the Beloved.
All ceased and I abandoned myself, /Leaving my cares forgotten among the lilies.
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NOTES FROM THE PASTOR (continued)
Despite the beautiful images in the poem, the Dark Night is a stage in the mature spiritual journey, which comes
after much hard effort and even suffering. God draws the spiritual seeker more deeply into union by weaning the
spiritual seeker from the feelings of closeness with God and from the sense of security that such a felt relationship
brings. The Night is experienced as a time of obscurity, when past ways of thinking and feeling no longer have meaning.
Those who experience it are perplexed, and in an inexplicable loss of the companionship of God, as though displaced,
wandering in a dark cloud, which includes foreboding and anxiety.
I was moved by Owens’s and Robinson’s query: “Is there…as Elaine Heath asks in her book The Mystic Way of
Evangelism, a dark night of the church? Are we experiencing it? Is God at work wrenching our alluring memories of
social prominence and significance from our minds, ripping dreams of fame and fortune from our imaginations?
Recently a church member mentioned the ‘good old days’ when we had to put up folding chairs in the aisles on Easter
Sunday. Is God inviting us to let go of those days and the accompanying dreams and memories?”
There is a reason that God initiates this productive stage: The authors continue: “For John of the Cross, the dark night of
the soul was an experience—or absence of an experience—God initiates and works in human persons in order to help
them realize their fundamental union with God and liberate them for the perfect love of God and neighbor.”
Is the church now going through a Dark Night? And is this a positive development? Is God detaching the church from
things (e.g., large church buildings) and from worldly measures of success (e.g., large Sunday school classes) in order to
help the church relearn that its essence “lies not in its programs and accomplishments, its activities and accolades, but in
the truth that ‘she on earth hath union with God the Three in One.’”
How does this apply to Ascension? I’m intrigued by these ideas. I think that we don’t know where God is calling us in a
mission and how Ascension will be as a church in the next ten years. And perhaps saying and feeling that’s OK is an
acknowledgement that we are in the Dark Night. Yes, our goals for the next years include a healthy mission and
inspiring worship and excellent Sunday School. But in a Dark Night experience, we realize that we don’t control or
create our future. We learn that our identity is up to God, a gift to receive with gratitude.
During this time, I am letting myself fully trust the discernment of Ascension parishioners. We have opened ourselves to
new possibilities. What will come? We don’t know.
Each of you has a relationship with God that grounds you and that is beyond rational understanding. Out of that
relationship God will gift us and we will discover how God wants to form us into a church that is faithful in its
worship and mission, but even more, faithful in its Christ-like love.
It is a privilege to walk with you.
Faithfully,

Pr. Nancy

February Worship Focus: The Sermon on the Mount
The whole month of February in our lectionary concentrates on Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7).
I recommend that parishioners read the whole chapter, but concentrate especially on the Beatitudes, verses 1 through 12. The
Sermon on the Mount is considered the core of Jesus’ teachings, with the Beatitudes the essence of Jesus’ understanding of the
Realm of Justice and Peace that God is ushering in, even now.

Send your Church Mouse submissions to Church.Office@alcvt.org

Visit our website at http://www.alcvt.org

REPORT FROM THE COUNCIL PRESIDENT
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Greetings from Somalia.
As I am currently a bit removed from Church business, but Pastor Nancy has suggested I write a brief
note on what I am doing in Somalia. Here goes.
Most people’s perceptions about Somalia, my own included, have been shaped by the two American
movies “Black Hawk Down” and more recently “Captain Phillips.” Somalians, it seems, are all skinny
crazy people with guns.
While there are in fact pirates and armed insurgents in Somalia, the country has reached a moment in
time when it seems that the forces of peace may actually prevail over the more famous malign actors that
Hollywood has portrayed. Can the page be turned on Somalia’s past of violence and mayhem and a new
chapter of peace and prosperity for Somalia begin? I have been tasked to lead a team to help find out. We
are to recommend a credible path forward for the US government to pursue, one that will help the good
people of Somalia create a government that reestablishes law and order and closes off the spaces where
criminals and terrorists have roamed and creates an environment of stability in which children can go to
school, commerce can resume, and people can lead ordinary lives again. We have interviewed people
ranging from government officials including the Vice President, the Speaker of Parliament and the
Minister of Justice to influential businessmen, women leaders, and intellectuals in a small think tank. We
have two more cities to visit, and many more Somalians to talk to, but so far the desire for peace and a
better future is unanimous and I find myself amazed to be rather optimistic about their country’s chances
for success. I think our report will reflect this fact.
Having attended a Muslim wedding party while here and eaten camel meat for the first time in my life, I
am nonetheless eager to come home to Vermont, where we all should offer prayers of gratitude for the
blessing and privilege of having no idea what it is like to go through what the common people of Somalia
have endured for 25 years.
Peace.
Steve Snook

The photo above is of the Mogadishu cathedral which
was destroyed in the fighting of the civil war.

This is a refugee camp in the middle of the city. In the
background on the hill is Bakaara Market where the
battle of “black hawk down” occurred. Do you see the
light blue pinwheel in the center of the photo? Someone
in all this misery has added a little decoration. To me
that captures perfectly why I believe the human spirit
cannot be conquered.

REPORT FROM THE MISSION COMMITTEE
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THE MISSION COMMITTEE WILL MEET AFTER THE WORSHIP SERVICE ON FEBRUARY 23RD.
Sunday, February 2 – ONE Campaign letter writing at 1:00 pm (Bill Valliere’s message follows below.)
Friday, February 7 – Meals on Wheels
Sunday, February 16 – Climate Change Preach In
Dear friends,
I shared the following “Note to Synod” with the Mission Committee at our January 12th meeting. Unfortunately, it
doesn’t spell out the details of the local benevolence budget, which I have posted on the bulletin board in the
Fellowship Hall. Please take a moment to read the message below and visit the bulletin board for further details.
Marcia Gustafson
The Mission Committee at Ascension Lutheran Church, South Burlington, Vermont, has the guiding principles and goals listed
below. Please note goal number 2.
In 2009, the benevolence amount stood at 4.5% of the total operating budget. That percent has increased so that for 2014 it will
stand at 8.1%. Unfortunately, the overall annual budget at Ascension has decreased through the years so, although we have still
been able to increase our dollar amount to synod each year, the actual dollar amount is less than if our overall budget had remained
static or been growing over this period.
Here is a table that shows the 2012, 2013, and 2014 benevolence in relation to the overall operating budget:

2012

Overall
Budget
$213,142

Synod Benevolence
$9,600

Local Benevolence
$3,280

Total Benevolence
$12,880

Percent of
Overall
6%

2013

$196,911

$10,200

$3,500

$13,700

7%

2014

$194,333

$11,820

$3,930

$15,750

8.1%

Year

For 2014, Ascension will be sending $985 per month to synod for mission support.
Mission Committee Guiding Principles
Ascension has an array of missions that serve individuals in need, the earth-care, and community wellness/justice.
Ascension’s missions will respect differences.
Ascension will support a balance and continuum of missions.
From local to global
From once a year to ongoing
From emergency relief to root causes
From individual to group (e.g., youth, women) to congregation-wide efforts
Missions that serve a variety of needs
—-Spiritual — Environmental—Health/Well Being —Food/Poverty—Jobs/Housing—Social Justice
Mission Committee Goals
1. All members will participate in Ascension’s missions.
2. Ascension will contribute 10% of its budget to local and synodical benevolence.
3. Ascension will maintain a balance of missions.

ONE Campaign events: teach the skills and techniques for writing effective letters that get published in newspapers.
On Sunday, February 2nd . Ascension is hosting another ONE event to create a plan for submitting our letters. LTEs
can be an important advocacy tool for all types of advocacy. Please note how letter-writing by members of Ascension seems
to have paid off…"ONE Applauds Funding for Foreign Assistance Programs in FY 2014 Budget Bill" In that section, the
Senators responsible for modest increases in funding to poverty fighting programs are named, and one of our Senators,
Patrick Leahy is mentioned. Sen. Leahy has received many letters this year from members of our congregation urging his support
for these programs. For more information, contact Bill Valliere (William.Valliere@uvm.edu)

NATIONAL DAY OF SERVICE AT ASCENSION
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A big THANK YOU to the Heyerdahls and all the willing hands for an
organized and effective clean up event. When I (Jo White) arrived, my
thoughts were not optimistic about how and where all this mess would
disappear, but happily, I changed my mind as the day progressed.
Kelli Tylenda, Kelli Magnier, and Sarah Peaked had already sorted most of the
Sunday School supplies stored in the basement and had moved them to the kitchen
storage area in the former Child Care unit.
The effort moved like clockwork, creating a most welcomed sight of cleared areas
with intended destinations for a variety of stacks of things no longer useful to
Ascension. Karen Martin and I sorted and made decisions about what to keep and
what to purge, and Red Martin transported many carloads to Goodwill. The
dumpster was filled to capacity. When Betty Cutting arrived to help mid-afternoon,
she found most of the work already done.
There were many ‘treasures’ unearthed; papers and files that Sharon Sturm and Eranthie Yeshwant stacked on
shelves under the Archive sign for more scrutiny by Marcia Gustafson (who will need help!) at another time.
Suzanne and Bob Furst brought their charming granddaughters,
Megan and Emily. Elizabeth gave the sisters the Narthex bulletin
board to arrange, a job they happily completed.
Heavy lifting of old file cabinets and furniture moving was
accomplished by Charlie Cutting, Bob Furst, Gene Heyerdahl, Red
Martin and Mark Schroeter, while Jane A’Lee moved from the
upstairs to lower level trouble-shooting and encouraging. Red and
Mark tackled the damaged furniture with gusto and a sawzall,
transporting the remains to the dumpster.
And, get a glimpse of what the ‘upstairs crew’ was doing to transform the Annex into
a useable space. The task before them was also daunting and was preceded by many
hours of cleaning, patching walls, and generally restoring the rooms. Gail and
Richard Butz. Bonnie Lombardi, Jake Hansen, and Pastor Nancy wielded paint
brushes and rollers, brightening the walls with clean soft color. Bill Harrison and
Julie Valliere also put in time the following Saturday.
In the middle of the work there was time for play and fellowship. Freckles, the
newborn pig being nursed by Jane A’Lee delighted everyone as only babies can do.
And Bonnie’s amazing traveling lunch was a godsend. Soup and her signature
sandwiches were so appreciated. Mark Schroeter found his favorite liverwurst on the
plate. A rare event, said he. It was time to replenish with delicious food and
conversation.
All of this work, done by Ascension’s Worker Bees was joyful and a time to spend together making a difference.
A worthy tribute to Martin Luther King!
—-Johanna White (with additional remarks from Jane A’Lee and Elizabeth)

NATIONAL DAY OF SERVICE AT ASCENSION— PHOTOS OF FELLOWSHIP
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ADMINISTRATIVE UPDATES AND FINANCIAL REPORT
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ALC WINTER OFFICE HOURS AND PASTORAL NEEDS: Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-12 a.m.
Elizabeth and Pr. Nancy are at Ascension much of the rest of the week, as well, with variable hours. Please call
if you have a particular need outside of office hours (such as a delivery or appointment need) and we will be
glad to be available. Also, please call or speak to Pr. Nancy with any pastoral needs or requests. You may call
her cell at 347-525-4060 at any time.

COUNCIL AND LONG-RANGE PLANNING MINUTES
Please check out our new communication bulletin board outside the Church Office. You will find the meeting minutes of Council and Long-Range Planning Committee posted there, as well as printed copies available
for you to take and read. In the future, minutes from their monthly meetings will be inserted in your Sunday
bulletins, posted on the website, and distributed through the Church Mouse and E-News. Minutes from the
January meeting of the Long-Range Planning Committee may be found on the following pages (8-10).

FINANCE REPORT SUBMITTED by France LeBlanc, Treasurer
Ascension Lutheran Church
Summary Statement of Operations
Month Ended December 30, 2013

Description
Revenue
Contributions received
Childcare rental receipts
TOTAL REVENUE
Expenses
Pastoral Services
Administration
Worship & Music
Children, Youth & Family
Benevolence and Outreach
Youth Program
Church Property
Insurance
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET OPERATING GAIN (LOSS)

Send your Church Mouse submissions to Church.Office@alcvt.org

All amounts are in Dollars
Variance
Actual
Budget Favorable
2013
2013
(Unfav.)
176,968
23,507
200,475

166,608
25,769
192,377

10,360
(2,262)
8,098

99,310

97,249

(2,061)

31,930
11,707
614
14,583
8,515
26,063
3,658
196,380
4,095

29,166
12,388
784
17,304
8,882
27,700
3,288
196,761
(4,384)

(2,764)
681
170
2,721
367
1,637
(370)
381
8,479

Visit our website at http://www.alcvt.org

Long-Range Planning Committee / Meeting Minutes
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ALC LRPC – Meeting Minutes, 1/6/14
Next Meeting: 2/10/14 @ 6:30pm
Attendees: Pr.Nancy, S.Snook, G&J Heyerdahl, M.Gustafson, D&E Dreibelbis, S.Swanson, B.Lemley, R.Butz
The meeting was opened by a brief meditation from Pastor.
Building update:
Brought forward from last month…
Question1: Would it make sense to do something on the whole building as part of this energy audit assessment?
If we're composing a plan for energy efficiency, would it not make sense to examine the entire structure so
that we could compose an overall prioritized schedule of projects? Since the idea was floated that we
COULD have taken a new mortgage to expand for ACC, perhaps it would make sense to finance an overall
upgrade to the structure to help our long-term energy costs.
Responsible: Sam will explore this as part of his committee's work with the contractors.

Status (as of 1/6/14): Sam worked with the contracting consultant to compose a proposal that would
address the whole-building concept. The conclusion of this activity was that we really need to wait until
the first work is completed in the Wing before we can do a viable assessment of what other changes
might be beneficial for the rest of our facility. When the currently-planned work is completed in the
Wing, the contactor will do a new “blower test” on the full building to see what might make sense to
address next.
Status (as of 1/6/14): A detailed Request for Proposal (RFP) was created with responses being desired by
the end of Dec’13. That we received no responses to this RFP might just be a result of the timing of it’s
release. Ours was a pretty long, involved RFP and Dec. is typically a busy time for contractors and a
time when they’re understaffed because of the holiday.
Since then, we’ve approached contractors individually and have found two who are potentially
interested. Preliminary estimates are in the $8-9000 range, about what was expected and budgeted for.
The recommendation from LRPC (and Council via S.Snook) is that Care for Creation (C4C) is
empowered to make the contractor selection as long as the amount required is within what was already
approved by the Congregation in the budget. Expectation is that the work will be completed by the end
of February. Our budget assumption is that we’d be able to accept a new tenant in the Wing by July 1st.
Question2: Richard asks if we should take a long-term view of what we can/should be done to make the building
more functional for us and to make the building look more like a church. It was decided that a subcommittee should be formed to examine this question. Synod could help us to find a professional who could
advise on our options in this regard. Barry shared his experience that it's more important to understand
the nature of the functional problems first than it is to focus on how we'd want the result to look (form
follows function?)
Responsible: A subcommittee will examine the options we have here: Richard, Elizabeth, Denise, Bonnie, and
a member of W&M comm. Barry has provided some documents (as of 11/19/13) that were used as part of
this process in his Maryland church.

Action Item: The contractor consultant asked if there was any other work we’d like them to do while
they have their crew on site. It’s often less expensive to add items at that time than to arrange for a
return trip. (Note: Barry’s offered to hire a contractor for a day to work on the inside of the child care
space.)

Responsible: Property Committee.

Long-Range Planning Committee (continued)
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ALC-driven repairs to the Wing: The Property Committee does not want to be responsible to drive the work
being done in the Wing by ALC members. Instead, these activities will be coordinated by a sub-committee of
volunteers. It’s assumed that the walls in the Wing will take at least a full day of preparation (clean/patch).
That work is beginning immediately. Once the walls are prepped and dry, more volunteers will be enlisted to
help with the priming and painting of that space.
The cabinets in the Wing are in VERY poor shape after 20+ years of use. The recommendation is to discard
them. There are two sinks that also need to be removed which are coupled to some of the worn out cabinets.
Kitchen/bathroom sinks would be kept in place. Sunday School supplies that are currently in the worn-out
cabinets will be moved to the kitchen cabinets for now.
Action Item: A formal recommendation to discard the defective items in the Wing will be brought to
Council for approval this week.
Responsible: J.Heyerdahl/Property Committee
Action Item: What’s required to replace the two child-sized toilets in one of the Wing bathrooms with a
single normal-sized (or ADA) fixture?
Responsible: Property Committee
Action Item: We will check with the town of S.Burlington with respect to any existing regulations
governing ADA-approved toilets. Before we make decisions about what to do with the child-sized
toilets in the Wing, we should understand if we’re required to use ADA-height fixtures in a building that
will have some public usage.
Responsible: J.Heyerdahl/Property Committee
How should we be communicating updates of the LRPC to the wider congregation? (Eranthie): A short
discussion of this item evolved around uses of the “Mouse”, the ALC website, weekly eNews, and an occasional
insert in the Bulletin to inform the congregation of plans and progress towards repairs in the Wing and our
search for a new tenant.
Space Utilization: There are two policy types which will govern the use of space within our facility. One of
them pertains to a “permanent” tenant and the other pertains to short-term, intermittent usage (e.g., once a month
or once a week). These two sets of policies are being developed in parallel, but are considered to have separate
concerns that need to be addressed. These are being addressed by the subgroup which includes Eranthie and
Barry.
For example, a one-time use client must have a pretty complete vetting before they can be approved to use space
within the ALC facility. Questions must be answered about the group’s mission/objectives, intended activities
to take place within the building, etc. Once a group has been thoroughly vetted, any subsequent usage of our
space would not require the same level of scrutiny and might involve nothing more than the Office confirming
that they were on an approved list of temporary space-usage groups.
This sub-group also needs to create some recommendations with respect to what to charge for each category of
group (i.e., Is the group composed of ALC members? Is the group one of our supported missions? Is the group
not aligned with ALC or one of it’s missions at all?), how do we set up the space for each group, does the group
need to be monitored during its use of our space, who cleans up after the group leaves, etc?
Action Item: We will contact Rev. Tim Roser (our contact to Synod) to get a copy of the statute that
defines what a local government can/cannot do with respect to controlling activities within a Church’s
space.
Status: Complete. “The Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA) was passed by
Congress in 2000 to protect Churches and religious organization from zoning ordinances that target
churches for different treatment, or that place a “substantial burden” on a person or organization’s
ability to worship. The Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of RLUIPA in the 2005 case of
Cutter v. Wilkinson, 544 U.S. 709 (2005).”
Responsible: Pr. Nancy (Pr. T.Roser)

Minutes of the Long-Range Planning Committee
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We are on track to issue an Request for Information (RFI) from prospective tenants by the end of Jan’14.
The objective of the RFI is solicit recommendations on what features/specs the Wing space must offer to
meet the requirements of the potential renters. We’re also on track to issue a formal Request for Proposal
(RFP). This is a request for official proposals from potential long-term renters.
There was a question raised last month:
Should there be a sub-committee formed to determine all of the remaining details and to sort them
out so that we can finalize our policy document? Part of this work might include checking with other
churches in the area who provide interim rental of space to non-members.

This activity involves reviewing the newly composed policies, determining their adequacy, and approving
them for use. Our discussion this month concluded that this was the purview of Council to complete by
whatever mechanism they choose.
Both long-term and ad hoc usages of our space relate to the ALC Mission/Vision statements. The ad hoc
(short term/one time) usage will be governed by the “vetting” policies now being composed. The long-term
tenant, we assume, will get closely scrutinized by the Congregation and it’s elected leaders before any
formal commitments are made.
Barry is going to look at the list of policies being composed and refine them into one for long-term usage
and one for ad hoc usage. The objective is to have these ready for review and approval by the time of the
Feb’14 Council meeting.
Eventually, we’ll also need to compose operational procedures to support any use of our space (e.g.,
security, set-up, clean-up)
Action Item: Composition of the Wing space RFI. This request for information will include a
description of the physical space to be made available, the days/time of day that it will be available
for tenant use, and a brief summary of ALC’s history of supporting missions in the community (e.g.,
Good News Garage and ACC). It will also include a description of our 6.5 acres of woodland and
the capacity (80 cars) of our parking lot.
Responsible: S.Snook with input from W.Valiere, D.Dreibelbis, E.Dreibelbis
LSS Language Bank: Marcia has discovered a potential use for our space might come from Lutheran
Social Services. They’ve established a “Language Bank” in New Hampshire that provides translation
services to (mostly) refugees for contracts, documents, medical forms, etc. This activity has become a
highly used support function for LSS and they’re considering expanding it into the Burlington area.
The new Lutheran Social Services Language Bank director will be in Vermont this month and will
therefore have the opportunity to include a visit to Ascension as part of that trip.
Congregation Retreat, 3/8/14: Our objective is to have responses from the RFI and completed usage
policies available for discussion at this retreat with interested members of the Congregation.

UPCOMING EVENTS AND WORDS OF THANKS
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NEIGHBORHOOD MEETINGS
Pastor would love to have several hosts for neighborhood meetings. Dessert potlucks work well. Theme/topic
to be decided by host. If you are able to host a group of Ascension parishioners on a date you choose, please
let Pr. Nancy know and sign your name on the Narthex sign-up sheets. We will advertise several hosts’
location and dates, and then folks can RSVP and come as their schedule allows.
QUILTING CIRCLE
Many churches have a quilting circle, usually meeting monthly, to sew quilts, which are then blessed and sent
overseas to needy families. If you can help lead or participate, please add your name to the quilt sign-up sheet.
Organizing meeting: Thursday, February 6th at 1:30 p.m.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
People Helping People Global’s (PHPG) 5th annual Valentine’s Day Jazz Brunch and Silent Auction:
Sunday, Feb. 16th from 12-2pm at the Holiday Inn in So. Burlington. Included in the $25 ticket will be live
music, a full breakfast buffet with an amazing omelet station, a big silent auction, and the company of many
PHPG supporters. This year please consider inviting your friends! The more the merrier! Tickets are NOW
available for purchase at phpgmicrolending.org, or you can reserve your spot by calling Isabel at 802-3180377.
On Monday, March 10th from 5pm - 9pm, Boloco Church St is holding one of their fabulous
Community Days and JUMP is the beneficiary! All evening long Boloco will hand out free burritos and
collect donations for JUMP. So head down to 92 Church Street with all of your friends and family, get a free
burrito, and make a donation!

Dear Congregation,
Thank you so much for
the additional amount
of farewell wishes. It is
appreciated and will be
put to good use.
Sandy

Worship Participants for the Month of February
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FEBRUARY 2

FEBRUARY 9

FEBRUARY 16

FEBRUARY 23

10:00 A.M.
HOLY COMMUNION
CONTEMPORARY PRAISE

10:00 A.M.
HOLY COMMUNION

10:00 A.M.
HOLY COMMUNION

10:00 A.M.
HOLY COMMUNION

CELEBRANT

Pr. Nancy Wright

Pr. Nancy Wright

Pr. Nancy Wright

Pr. Nancy Wright

ALTAR GUILD

Jo White

Kathe Bruno

Jean Fahrenbach

Antje Mann

COMMUNION ASSISTANT

Julie Valliere

Bob Furst

Barbara Sponem

Marcia Gustafson

LITURGICAL ASSISTANT

Kathe Bruno

Leah Burke

Valerie Rittershausen

Denise Puisto

LECTORS

Philip Hampson

Russ Agne

Gabriella Snook

Lucy Beck

ORGANIST

Denise Puisto

Charles Child

Charles Child

Charles Child

COFFEE HOST

Audrey Stone, Vicki Devault

Kathe Bruno

Snook Family

Richard and Gail Butz

GREETERS

Karen and Red Martin

Kay and John Antos
Marilyn Johnson

Greta Krag, Harriet Richards,
Jake Hansen

Suzanne Furst and
Marcia Gustafson

USHERS

Marcia Gustafson,
Doug Dreibelbis

Jim Wilhite, Paul Lombardi Sharon Sturm, Harriet Richards

February Celebrations
Birthdays
Feb 1 Catherine Cameron Muscente
John Ishaq
Emma Karen Peake
Feb 3
Jane A’Lee Heyerdahl
Robert Hondal
Feb 5
Kate Peake
Feb 6
Kim Mergenthaler
Feb 9
Bob Hanson
Valerie Rittershausen
Feb 11
Gene Heyerdahl
Feb 12
Samuel Schroeter
Kay Vascik
Feb 15
Jim Wilhite
Feb 16
Rebekka Bruno
Feb 18
Bill Valliere
Feb 19
Robert Wilhite
Feb 20
Michael Johnson
Jackson Tylenda
Benjamin Tylenda
Feb 21
Ronald Uttecht
Feb 22
Will Fry
Stephen Franklin Wisloski
Jody Wuensch

Feb 23
Feb 25

Meghan Kimball
Karen Martin
Richard Butz
Jon Menzel

Baptisms
Feb 1
Feb 3
Feb 9
Feb 14
Feb 15

Molly Burke
Ellen Wilhite
Beth Hoehn
Eva Williford
Leah Burke
Elizabeth Dreibelbis
Douglas Dreibelbis
Natalie Tylenda
Jamie Wilhite

Anniversaries
Feb 16

Carol Fiore
Aaron Fiore

Richard Butz,
Jake Hansen

24
5:30 p.m. Children,
Youth, &Families

23

9 a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m. Worship Service
11:00 Mission Committee

12-2 p.m. People Helping People
Valentine’s Brunch

6:30-8:30 pm
Ripple
Leadership
7:00 p.m.
Care for Creation

25

5:30 p.m. Children,
Ripple
Youth &Families
5:00 Current
5:30 Confirmation
7:00 p.m. Council
6:30 Shared Meal
7:00 Immersion

9 a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m. Worship Service

18

6:30-8:30 pm
Ripple
Leadership

6:00 p.m. Property

11

Ripple
5:00 Current
5:30 Confirmation
6:30 Shared Meal
7:00 Immersion

4

Tuesday

17

6:30 p.m. Long
Range Planning

10

3

Monday

16

9 a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m. Worship Service

9

9 a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m. Contemporary Worship
1:00 ONE Campaign

2

Sunday

13

1:30 p.m.
Quilting Circle

6

Thursday

6:00 Contemporary
7:00 Bells

26

6:00 Choir
7:00 Contemporary

19

27

20

4:00 p.m. Finance
6:00 Choir
7:00 Contemporary 6:30 p.m. Worship
& Music

12

6:00 Choir
7:00 Bells

5

Wednesday

February 2014

28

21

4-8 p.m.
Whole Body
Worskhop

HAPPY
VALENTINE’S
DAY

14

Meals on Wheels

7

Friday

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

22

15

8

Saturday
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WORSHIP SCHDEULE
WORSHIP
10:00 a.m. Holy Communion
9:00 a.m. Sunday School (youth and adult)
will resume in the fall
On the first Sunday of each month
Holy Communion is celebrated with Contemporary Praise.
Subscribe to our Weekly E-News Here: http://eepurl.com/t3-qz
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Attached is a QR code for subscriptions.

This publication can be viewed on our website at www.alcvt.org.
If you DO NOT wish to receive a hard copy please contact us via
phone at 802/862-8866 or email at Church.office@alcvt.org so that
we might cut down on paper and cost. Thank you.
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